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IMAGINE GOING FROM 0 TO 165 MPH in two seconds. 
�at’s what David Garfrerick did as a U.S. Navy pilot. Now, he 
travels from his farm to his restaurant in about 45 minutes. 

He says he loves both of his relatively new jobs�running 
Garfrerick’s Café in Oxford, Ala., and his 200-acre farm�in 
part because they o�er nourishment of body and soul, his as 
well as his customers’. �at’s a sentiment we hear a lot from 
farmers large and small. �ere’s a passion for and pride in 
their work that has always been there, yet there’s a growing 
appreciation these days on the part of the general public, who 
see food production for what it is�essential. 

We at Massey Ferguson® and AGCO are certainly believers. 
We understand that working in agriculture is both a labor of 
love and a business. A job on which much is riding every time 
a seed is planted, animals are cared for and the fruits of those 
labors are harvested. 

Because there are many elements out of a producer’s 
control, it’s all the more critical he or she be able to manage all 
that is. Which is where we come in. 

Massey Ferguson and AGCO pledge to exceed your 
expectations with the best, most reliable and innovative 
equipment that’s always ready to get to work when you are. 
And our dealership network promises to provide you with 
on-time service that maximizes your uptime, as well as expert 
advice that helps match the right equipment and technologies 
to your operation. 

 All together, that’s no less than what you should expect 
from a trusted partner, whether you’re ge�ing your crop 
out of the �eld, hay in the barn or maybe even �ying a jet at 
supersonic speed.
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ON THE COVER. There’s a reason Dave Garfrerick is so 

respected by well-known chefs for his produce. Careful 

management on his farm and his own acumen in the kitchen 

help him meet demanding standards, whether it’s the cold-

hardy citrange on our cover or a tasty heirloom tomato in 

the heart of summer. There was already a fall chill when 

we visited the farm to get this issue’s cover photo, shot by 

FarmLife Creative Director Jamie Cole.
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